This note uses freely basic properties of Maths duality, which is referred to [6] .
Let a be the conductor of R (i.e., the smallest number such that X' e R for all i>a).
The residue map we need in this note is the A:-linear map res: k((X)) -» k defined by res(J2a¡X') = aa-\ for Y,a¡X' m k((X)) • It induces an Risomorphism from k((X)) to its dual. Lemma 1. The R-linear map d>: k((X)) -k((X))\ defined by ®(f)(g)(r) = res(fgr) for f, g e k((X)) and r e R, is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let f = a-mX~m-\-\-a0 + axX-\-be an element in k((X)). Since Q(f)(Xa+m-l)(l) = a-m,<S>(f) = 0 implies / = 0. Given </> e k((X))A and XJ e R, 4>(x>)(x>) = (*W))(i) = <Kxi+i)(i).
Hence <j>(Xl) vanishes for / sufficiently large. Define f:=J2<t>(X')(l)Xa-1".
Then <D(/)(X')(1) = 4>(Xl)(l). Since <f> is determined by </>(X')(l), it follows that <P(/) = (/>. D Proposition 2. The map ¥: k((X)) -» Homck(R, k) sending f e k((X)) to the map r i-> res(/>) is R-linear and surjective. Proof. The proposition can be verified easily and directly. It also follows from the fact that *F is the composition k((X))$k((X))A-*Homck(R,k), where the second map k((X))A -> Hom£(7<, k) is the dual of the inclusion map R -* k((X)). D We remark that k((X))^Homck(R,k) is actually a dualizing complex of R. The proof is left to the reader who is familiar with dualizing complexes. The kernel K of the map 4* has a simple description: Let S be the semigroup generated by t\, ... , tn ■ Denote by SA the subset of Z consisting of those elements / such that a-1 -i & S. Then K = {J2aix'\a' 6 k and i e SA} .
Since SA is a subset of N, K is an i?-submodule of k{{X]].
Recall that R is Gorenstein if it has finite injective dimension. A necessary and sufficient condition for R to be Gorenstein is that it has an injective resolution
for some i?-linear map k((X)) -* Hom£(i?, k) [6, Theorem 18.8]. As a consequence of the proposition and the fact that k((X)) and Hom£(i?, k) are injective i?-modules, we get a simple proof of the following theorem due to Kunz [5] . Corollary 3. If S is a symmetric (i.e., S = SA), R is Gorenstein. Theorem 4. K is a canonical module of R.x Proof. K is finitely generated because it is generated by X', i e SA and i <2a . Let M be a finitely generated i?-module. (Ext1_'(A7, K))A is the /th homology of the following complex induced by *P :
MAA -X Homfi(M, k((X)))A.
By Matlis duality, the canonical map M -» A7AA is an isomorphism. We claim that the map ®M:MXa^HomR(M,k((X)))A defined by <M$r)(0)(r) = res^ for 0 € HomR(M, k((X))) and r e R is an i?-isomorphism. Since the functors (-)*« and HomR(-, k((X)))A are additive and exact, and M is finitely generated, to prove the claim we may assume that M = R. In such case Rx° = k((X)), so the claim follows from Lemma 1. The theorem follows form the observation that the diagram M -'-* Mx«
We have a simple proof of the following result which is contained in [1] and [4] .
Corollary 5. Some ideals of R are canonical modules. Proof. The map K -► k((X)), multiplied by Xa , is iMinear and injective with image in R. D
The converse of Corollary 3, also due to Kunz [5] , has a simple proof.
Theorem 6. If R is Gorenstein, S is symmetric. Proof. R has an injective resolution 0 ^ R inclusion | k{{x)) _^ Homc(/?) fc) _> Q with some unknown map k((X)) ~> Homck(R, k). Taking dual, then applying Matlis duality and Lemma 1, we get an exact sequence:
This implies K ~ R, although the map R -» k((X)) above is still unknown.
Since I e K, K is generated by a power series / whose constant coefficient is 
